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favourable position within the membrane is about 1.1 nm away from the membrane
midplane. The position at the center of the membrane corresponds to a maximum
in the free energy, about 15 kJ mol−1 higher than the minimum. The most favorable
position for F216 is 0.85 nm away from the bilayer midplane. A small barrier ( 2kbT
) separates this minimum from the position at the center of the membrane, which is
a metastable minimum. This picture is consistent with the observation (in unbiased
simulation) of NPs seldom spontaneously switching from one leaflet to the other.

We notice here that, due to the coarse-grained nature of our model, we do not
expect that our PMF results match quantitatively the free energy profile for any
realistic NP. Yet, NP localization off the membrane midplane has been reported
before from atomistic simulation of C60 fullerenes[129, 108], which means that
a qualitative agreement is expected between our CG models and more realistic
atomistic models. We also notice that the NP preferential localization off the
membrane midplane has been ascribed to the high particle density on the NP
surface, allowing a large number of solute-solvent dispersion in the region of the
highest mass density in the membrane [129, 108].

3.3 linear aggregation is correlated with membrane curvature

Simulations of flat, tension-less membranes of 20 nm edges suggested that F216

spontaneously forms linear aggregates. In order to verify quantitatively this ob-
served behaviour, we extended the sampling using a larger membrane patch (40 nm
in lateral size, 4608 POPC lipids, flat geometry) and longer simulation time (40 µs).
We observe the formation of linear aggregates at two different concentrations (18

and 36 NPs in the membrane): at lower concentration, F216 NPs form chains of up
to seven molecules (Fig 3.5a); at higher concentrations, linear aggregates span the
whole simulation box (Figure 3.5c). Deviations from the initially flat membrane
geometry appear in all simulations with linear aggregates, and are particularly
significant in the case of large membranes at high NP concentrations, as shown
in Figure 3.6a. The NP chains are dynamic but maintain their identity for over a
microsecond, at the lowest NP concentration, and even longer when they span the
whole simulation box length.

3.3.1 Average lifetime and spatial distribution of linear aggregates in the membrane

To quantify the preference for a linear arrangement, we analyzed the correlation
between the shape of the aggregates and their stability. We developed an analysis
algorithm that each 100 ns performs the following steps:

• Identifying dimers: we consider that two NPs form a dimer when at most
two lipid tails are interposed between their surfaces; to this end, we used a
threshold on the NP-NP COM distances, which is chosen for each NP size at
the distance corresponding to the barrier between the third and the fourth
minimum in the PMF profile;
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Figure 3.5: a) Snapshots from the F216 simulation with a large, flat membrane (40 nm
in lateral size) and low NP density, showing the presence of linear aggregates. b) Same
snapshot, with the NPs in the top leaflet in yellow to distinguish them from those in the
bottom leaflet. c) Snapshot from the F216 simulation with an identical membrane and high
NPs density, showing the presence of linear aggregates. In d) and e) histograms of the
angle distributions for NP triplets in low density d) and high density e) simulations; silver
bars show distributions of short lived (SL) triplets, while the blue bars show the count of
long lived (LL) triplets. f) and g) Analogous distributions obtained considering only NPs
in the same leaflet

• Identifying triplets: we consider that three NPs form a triplet when one NP
forms a dimer with each of the other two NPs. For each triplet at each frame
we calculated the angle using vectors defined by the COM of the three NPs.

Triplets are classified in two sets, that we define as long lived (LL) and short
lived (SL). LL triplets are the ones that survive for longer than 250 ns, a time
chosen as comparable to the typical diffusion time of the NPs in the membrane
(see in Section 3.1 for the diffusion coefficient calculation). We then plotted the
histogram of the triplet angles for both LL and SL triplets, as shown in Figure
3.5d-g. We observe that at both concentrations, the LL distribution (blue bars in
the plot) is peaked at large angles, confirming a preference for linear aggregates,
independent of membrane geometry (small undulations at low NP concentration,
out of plane deformations at high concentrations).

As shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4, the F216 places itself off the membrane midplane,
and NPs are distributed almost equally between the top and the bottom leaflet of
the bilayer. We analyzed the geometry of triplets separately on the two subsets
of NPs found in the top and bottom leaflets of the membrane. Linear aggregates
of F216 form exclusively between NPs in the same leaflet (Figure 3.5b,c). Triplets
formed by NPs residing in the same leaflets live longer than triplets containing
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NPs spanning both leaflets, as shown by the histograms in Figure 3.5f and g;
when filtering the aggregation by the different leaflets, the SL bars are suppressed,
meaning that most of the random, non stable aggregation happens between inter-
leaflet NPs. Moreover, the distribution of angles of intra-leaflet triplets shows
a larger fraction of linear aggregation (Figure 3.5g). In conclusion, our analysis
confirms that F216 NPs have a clear tendency towards linear aggregation, and that
aggregates arise exclusively among NPs in the same leaflet.

All simulations in which linear aggregation arises show some deformations of
the lipid membrane; deformations are small for small bilayer membranes (20 nm in
lateral size) but very significant for large membranes (40 nm in lateral size) at high
NP concentration. In the latter case, linear aggregates localize in regions of high
membrane curvature (Figure 3.6a); the membrane bends along the linear aggregate,
and it is convex on the side of the leaflet containing the NPs.

Figure 3.6: Snapshots from the unbiased simulations of F216 in a large bilayer (40 nm lateral
size), high NP concentration. a) Side views taken from different perspectives, showing the
top and bottom leaflet; b) top view, same time frame, with F216 colored in red or yellow
according to their localization in the bottom and top leaflet, respectively; c) snapshot from
the simulation with suppressed undulations, with the same coloring scheme as in b). d)
Comparison between the monomer fraction in unbiased simu- lations and simulations
with inhibited membrane bending (flat membrane). e) and f) Comparison between the
histograms of the triplets angles distribution of the unbiased (e) and flat (f) membrane
simulations with high F216 density.


